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No Fear TransfersIf you have never tried image transfers or have experienced image transfer

mishaps, then Image Transfer Workshop is for you. This book presents step-by-step techniques for

35 image transfer processes, extensive tips for fixing mishaps and examples of how to combine

transfers in finished pieces of mixed-media art.This comprehensive guide features:35 Techniques:

This book focuses exclusively on making transfersÃ¢â‚¬â€•from simple tape and gel medium

transfers to more complex and out of the box techniques, like solar silk screens and plastic wrap

transfers.Troubleshooting: Image Transfer Workshop includes extensive answers to help fix

problems in transfers gone wrong. You&#39;ll learn what to watch for, what to do to get great

transfers every time.Dual Styles, Dual Approaches: The authors&#39; different styles illustrate how

transfer techniques can take on completely different looks. Finished pieces of art for each technique

and a section of completely stepped-out projects are sure to inspire you!Let Image Transfer

Workshop help build your image transfer confidence.
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Darlene Olivia McElroy has taught a variety of mixed-media subjects at the collegiate level and has

led workshops at local craft stores as well as in her studio. She has received two Best in

Mixed-Media awards from the Contemporary Hispanic Market (2005 and 2006) as well as Best

Dimensional and Best of Show at the Faces of Women in Las Vegas and New Mexico.Sandra

Duran Wilson has been teaching Alternative Printmaking at Santa Fe Community College for the



last three years, and she teaches workshops at a variety of venues. She received the Best in

Printmaking award in 2002 and the Best in Mixed-Media award in 2004, both in the Contemporary

Hispanic Market.

the Image Transfer Workshop is a beautiful book. it arrived in beautiful condition. as I am new to the

subjects in the book, I haven't done anything with it as of yet, but plan to use it as soon as possible.

it has so many possibilities and beautiful diagrams and subjects that I can't wait until things calm

down at our home to be able to concentrate on it to find some new artsy way of doing things.

Wow! I love an instruction book where you can actually follow the instructions and have something

worthwhile when you're done! This book is so well put together that once you assemble the list of

materials, you're well on your way to creating a piece of art you actually want to share. Mixed media

is such a fun process and the Image Transfer Workshop takes all the frustration out of the many

different processes. Thanks Darlene and Sandra for all your work!

Image Transfer Workshop is an ideal book to get you started on learning the techniques for

successful transfers. It's illustrations and detailed instructions plus its "tips" get you on the right track

to creating your own transfers for your art or craft projects. Talented artists Darlene Olivia McElroy

and Sandra Duran Wilson inspire you to play and experiment with your art using mixed-media. If

you are a beginner or an established artist and want to learn to do transfers, this boook is for you.

I wanted an overview of transfer techniques, and this book does not disappoint. I recommend it as a

first choice if you wish to see a wide variety of method explained so that you can pick and choose

among them to go deeper into them or combine them and learn more. I keep it by my side when

trying one of the presented techniques, and refer it to when researching deeper on the web and in

other books.

This is a great asset for mixed media and collage arts. My group has been to Darlene's studio and

some have seen her demos. We hope to do so as a group this year to watch her demos. She is

grest

Love this book, and I am glad I added it to my collection. Has some very useful info!



Whenever I see a new book come out on my favorite technique, image transfers, I simply cannot

restrain my fingers from hitting the "buy me now" button. Once in awhile I am disappointed but

sometimes I am also totally, unabashedly, thrilled with a book. This book, "Image Transfer

Workshop", looked like it was right up my alley and it is ! I LOVE this book. It explores so many

different techniques and presents them so well that I would venture to say that this is a "must have"

book for anyone who has an interest in image transfers, mixed media, or art quilting. I think it is one

of the best books on this subject to come down the proverbial pike in a long time. "Transfers &

Altered Images" by Chris Cozen is still a favorite book but is a bit more technique focused because

Ms. Cozen is an artist for Golden Paints. Golden Paints are my favorite products to use but it is

good to have a book that covers ALL manner of image transfer techniques. This book does that and

does it very admirably.The variety of techniques covered in the book is phenomenal . It's a fabulous

resource and I think, should be in the library of any mixed media artist! 5 stars on this one ! Highly

recommended!

Packed with very doable techniques. Very inspirational.
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